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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Discrete syllabic compression is provided in a delta 
modulator by encoding the derivative of the signal being 
encoded in a two-digit pulse code modulation encoder 
and selecting the step size of the delta modulatorfrom 
four different logarithmically related levels under the con 
trol of the pulse code modulation encoder. The ‘output of 
the pulse code modulation encoder is transmitted to the 
distant delta demodulator in time division multiplex with 
the encoded signal to control the step size there and pro 
vide complementary expansion. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to digital message trans 
mission systems and, more particularly, to digital message 
transmission systems which employ the type of differen 
tial pulse code modulation known as delta modulation. 

In a system employing the most common form of delta 
modulation, the message waveform to be transmitted is 
sampled at a predetermined rate and positive and negative 
step signals are applied to integrating circuits at both 
transmitter and receiver at the sampling rate. In the delta 
modulator at the transmitter, the output of the integrator 
is compared with the instantaneous amplitude of the mes 
sage waveform and the result of the comparison used to 
determine the polarity of the next step signal. The next 
step signal is positive, causing the integrator output to 
rise, if the integrator output is smaller than the message 
waveform and is negative, permitting the integrator out 
put to fall, if the integrator output is larger than the mes 
sage waveform. A binary digit of one kind is transmitted 
to the receiver each time the step signal is positive in the 
delta modulator, and one of the opposite kind is trans 
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mitted each time the step signal is negative. In the delta .. 
demodulator at the receiver, the incoming digits control 
the polarity of the locally generated step signals and the 
original message waveform is reproduced by the integra 
tor and a low-pass ?lter. 

Important factors tending to detract from transmission 
quality in a delta modulation system include quantizing 
noise and overload distortion, Quantizing noise is caused 
by step signals which are not and cannot be in?nitesimally 
small and can be particularly bothersome under idle cir 
cuit conditions and when the amplitude of the transmitted 
message waveform is small. Overload distortion occurs 
when the step signal is not large enough to permit the 
integrator output to follow rapid changes in the instan 
taneous amplitude of the message waveform and can be 
a major annoyance whenever it occurs. Although it would 
be possible to reduce quantizing noise by reducing the 
size of the step signal, overload distortion would then be 
increased. Similarly, although overload distortion could 
be reduced by increasing the size of the step signal, such 
a change would increase quantizing noise. 
The dilemma can be resolved by the introduction of an 

appropriate form of companding into the delta modu 
lation system. In this manner, the dynamic range of the 
message waveform is effectively reduced ‘by compression 
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at the transmitter and restored by complementary expan 
sion at the receiver. With its dynamic range reduced, the 
message waveform is less subject to either quantizing noise 
or overload distortion. In the past, companding has nor 
mally been accomplished with the aid of variolosser net 
works which include nonlinear devices such as semicon 
ductor diodes. Devices of this type tend to be rather ex‘ 
pensive, however, and need to be carefully selected and 
matched if the desired amount of compression is to be 
secured and if the expansion at the receiver is to comple 
ment the compression at the transmitter with the necessary 
degree of accuracy. 
The present inventor’s prior application Ser. No. 

572,823, ?led Aug. 16, 1966, now US. Patent No. 
3,461,244, discloses an arrangement which provides syl 
labic companding in a delta modulation system and re 
duces lboth quantizing noise and overload distortion by 
changing the dynamic range of the delta modulator and 
delta demodulator themselves rather than the dynamic 
range of the message waveform. In that arrangement, the 
size of the step signal in the delta modulator is adapted to 
both the volume level and the frequency content of the 
message waveform over at least part ‘of its dynamic range 
on a continuously varying basis. The message waveform is 
supplied to a dilferentiator, recti?er, and low-pass ?lter at 
the transmitter and the output used to drive an auxiliary 
delta modulator which controls the size of the step signal 
in the main or audio delta modulator. The output of the 
auxiliary delta modulator is, in addition, transmitted in 
digital form to the receiver for controlling the size of the 
step signal on a continuously varying basis in the main 
or audio delta demodulator. While successful in reducing 
quantizing noise and overload distortion, such an ar 
rangement has a tendency to introduce another form of 
distortion, known as companding distortion, because it is 
dif?cult to make the size of the step signals in the trans 
mitter and receiver track one another with a high de 
gree of precision over their entire range when adjusted on 
a continuously varying basis. 
A principal object of the present invention is, therefore, 

to minimize companding distortion caused by the failure 
of the step signals to track one another accurately in size 
in the transmitter and receiver of a delta modulation sys 
tern. 

Another and more particular object of the invention is 
to minimize companding distortion in a delta modulation 
system in as simple and inexpensive a manner as possible. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention minimizes companding distor 
tion in a delta modulation system by employing a limited 
number of discrete sizes for the step signals in both trans 
mitter and receiver. Since there are only a relatively small 
number of different sized step signals to be generated, 
they can be generated with a very high degree of precision 
and the step sizes in the transmitter and receiver may easily 
be made to track one another accurately in size over their 
entire range. 
More speci?cally, in accordance with a feature of the 

invention, discrete syllabic compression is provided in a 
delta modulator by encoding the slope of the message 
waveform in an n-digit pulse code modulation encoder, 
where n is an integer greater than unity, and generating the 
delta modulation step signal at one of n2 digerent discrete 
logarithmically related levels under the control of the 
pulse code modulation encoder. In accordance with an 
other feature of the invention, the output of the pulse code 
modulation encoder is also transmitted to the distant delta 
demodulator in time-division multiplex with the encoded 
message waveform to generate the same sized step signal 
there and provide complementary expansion. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a complete multi 

channel subscriber carrier system embodying the several 
features of the invention. ' 

FIG. 2 is a~block diagram of a delta modulator em 
bodying'features of the invention and suitable for use in 
the subscriber carrier system illustrated in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a delta demodulator 
embodying features of the invention and‘suitable for use 
in the subscriber carrier system shown in FIG. 1. ' 

FIG. 4'illustrates the relative timing of message wave 
form and companding digits in a subscriber carrier sys 
tem illustrated in FIG. 1. ' ' 

FIG. 5 illustrates a four-step discrete step signal gen 
erator suitable for use in the delta modulator‘ and de 
modulator shown in FIGS.‘ 2 and 3. 

‘FIG. ‘6 is a table illustrating the manner in which the 
step signal generator shown in FIG. 5 is controlled by a 
two-digit binary code. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The subscriber carrier system illustrated in block dia 
gram form in FIG. 1 includes an of?ce or control termi 
nal ‘10, a plurality of remote terminals of which terminal 
11 through 14 are shown, an outward repeatered line 
15, and an inward repeatered line 16‘. Control terminal 10 
is located at a telephone central office and contains delta 
modulation transmitting and receiving terminal equip 
ment for as many as fourteen telephone message chan 
nels. With the aid of concentration, these fourteen chan 
nels can provide private line telephone service for as many 
as eighty subscribers. The fourteen message channels are 
combined in time division multiplex for transmission 
to their respective remote terminals. The remote terminals 
are, in turn, spaced at intervals along outward line 15 
and each contains delta modulation transmitting and re 
ceiving terminal equipment for one or more telephone 
message channels. At each remote terminal, delta modu 
lation receiving equipment intercepts the channel or chan 
nels with which it is associated and delta modulation 
transmitting equipment reinserts it in appropriate digit 
spaces on outward line 15. All 14 message channels re 
turn to control terminal 10 in time division multiplex 
on inward line 16. Each remote terminal may serve a 
single message channel or, alternatively and even more 
likely, different remote terminals may serve different 
numbers of channels. With concentration, each remote 
terminal always serves the same subscribers but is not 
always associated with the same time division channels. 
Rather, different channels may be associated with dif 
ferent terminals under different conditions of operation. 
The repeaters on both outward line 15 and inward line 
1-6 are regenerative pulse repeaters which operate, for 
example, at a bit rate of 1.544 mHz. 
At control terminal 10‘ in FIG. 1 and at each remote 

terminal, suitable hybrid networks separate the two oppo 
site directions of transmission in the respective message 
channels. For each channel, a delta modulator converts 
the incoming message waveform into binary digits for 
transmission out over the line and a delta demodulator 
converts received binary digits back into the Original 
message waveform. 
The delta modulator illustrated in FIG. 2 serves both 

to encode the incoming message waveform and to pro 
vide discrete syllabic compression in accordance with the 
present invention. As shown, an input line 20 is con 
nected to one input of a comparator 21, which is a two 
input circuit delivering an output having the polarity of 
the dilference between its inputs. The output of com 
parator 21 is connected to a sample-and-hold circuit made 
up of a pair of inverting AND gates 22 and 23 and a 
bistable multivibrator or ?ip-?op 24. The inverting prop 
erty of AND gates 22 and 23 is indicated symbolically 
by the small circles at their respective outputs. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, the output of comparator 
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4 
21 is connected to one input of AND gate 22 and the 
output of AND gate 22 is connected to one input of 
AND gate 23. Channel pulses, which occur at the chan 
nel sampling rate of 96.5 kHz., are applied to the other 
inputs of AND gates 22 and 23‘. Finally, the output of 
AND gate 22 is connected to the set input S of ?ip-?op 
24, while the output of AND gate 23‘ is connected to the 
reset input R. ' 
When the output of comparator 21 in FIG. 2 is posi 

tive while a channel pulse is present, AND gate 22 ap 
plies a negative voltage to the set input of ?ip-?op 24 
and AND gate 23 applies a positive voltage to the reset 
input. Under such conditions, the output state of ?ip 
?op 24 is as illustrated, with binary “1” appearing at 
the upper or set output and binary “O” appearing at the 
lower or reset output. When the output of comparator 
21 is negative during a channel pulse, AND gate 22 
applies a positive voltage to the set input of ?ip-?op 24 
and AND gate v23 applies a negative voltage to the reset 
input. Under such conditions, the output state of ‘?ip-?op 
24 is opposite to that illustrated, with binary “0” appear 
ing at the upper or set output and binary “1” appearing 
at the lower or reset output. By way of example, in both 
states of ?ip-?op 24, binary “1” is represented by a posi 
tive voltage and binary “0” by zero voltage. 

In accordance with a feature of the invention, the 
outputs of ?ip-?op 24 in FIG. 2 are connected to respec 
tive inputs of a four-step discrete step signal generator 
25, which generates a positive-going step signal when 
?ip-?op 24 is in the state illustrated and a negative-going 
step signal when ?ip-?op 24 is in the opposite state. 
The output of step signal generator 25 is connected to an 
integrating circuit 26 and the output of integrator 26 is 
connected to the remaining input of comparator 21. 
Integrator 26 may include one or more stages of integra 
tion, as desired. 

Output digits in FIG. 2 are taken from the upper or 
set output of ?ip-?op 24 and applied to one input of an 
AND gate 27, the other input of which is supplied with 
channel pulses at the 96.5 kHz. sampling rate delayed 
slightly from those applied to AND gates 22 and 23. 
The output from AND gate 27 is supplied to the outgo 
ing line 28 through an OR gate 29. 
Except for four-step discrete step generator 25, the 

portion of the apparatus illustrated in FIG. 2 which has 
thus far been described is a conventional delta modulator. 
The sample-and-hold circuit samples the output of com 
parator 21 at a rate sufficiently high to permit the audio 
message waveform to be reproduced with acceptable ac 
curacy. If the output of comparator 21 is positive, indi 
cating that the instantaneous amplitude of the message 
waveform on input line 20 is larger than the output of 
integrator 26, a positive step signal is provided by gen 
erator 25 and binary “1” is transmitted through AND 
gate 27 and OR gate 29. If the output of comparator 21 
is negative, indicating that the instantaneous amplitude 
of the message waveform on input line 20 is smaller than 
the output of integrator 26, the step signal produced by 
genera'or 25 is negative and binary “0” is transmitted 
through AND gate 27 and OR gate 29. 

In accordance with a feature of the invention, the 
dynamic range of the delta modulator itself is enhanced 
by adapting the size of the positive-going and negative 
going step signals produced by generator 25 to the volume 
level and the frequency content of the message waveform 
on a discrete basis. Since a delta modulator overloads on 
slope, a level sensor made up of a dilferentiator 31, a 
recti?er 32, and a low-pass ?lter 33 in tandem is con 
nected from input line 20 to the input of a two-digit 
pulse code modulation encoder 34. Encoder 34 is a pulse 
code modulation encoder of a type well known in the 
art and samples the output of low-pass ?lter 33 ata 1500 
Hz. rate, once during every fourth cycle of 16 consecu 
tive groups, producing a two-digit parallel binary code 
output on its two output leads. 
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As a two-digit encoder, encoder 34 encodes up to four 

different levels. These are preferably logarithmically re 
lated to one another, 12 decibels apart. The most signi? 
cant digit of the binary code output of pulse code modula 
tion encoder 34 appears on the upper of the two output 
leads and the least signi?cant digit appears on the lower. 
The encoder is supplied with timing pulses at the 1500 
Hz. rate to control its operation. By way of illustration, 
these pulses occur at 1%;4 the rate of the channel pulses or, 
in other words, once during every fourth cycle of 16 
consecutive groups and each begins at substantially the 
same time as the ?rst of a group of 16 channel pulses. 
The output from pulse code modulation encoder 34 in 

FIG. 2 is gated into a two-digit register 35 and stored 
there until the next cycle, when it is read out.v On the 
output side of register 35, the most signi?cant digit from 
encoder 34 appears on the upper lead and is supplied to 
one input of an AND gate 36, while the least signi?cant 
digit appears on the lower lead and is supplied to one 
input of an AND gate 37. The other inputs of AND gates 
36‘and 37 are supplied with timing pulses which occur 
at the 1500 Hz. rate during the 15th and 16th digit spaces, 
respectively, of the appropriate group of 16 channel 
pulses. The outputs of AND gates 36 and’ 37 are-thus con 
?ned to the 15th and 16th digit spaces, respectively, and 
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are supplied to outgoing line 28 in time division multiplex ' 
with the delta modulation digits from AND gate 27 
through OR gate 29. 
To control the operation of step signal generator 25 

in the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 2, 
the outputs of AND gates 36 and 37 are also connected 
to the input leads of a second two-digit register 38. 
Register 38 is much the same as register 35 but, as indi 
cated by the small circles, its outputs are inverted. Each 
stored binary “0” is thus delivered as binary “l” and 
each stored binary “1” is delivered as binary “0.” The 
output leads from register 38 are marked D0’ and D1’ 
to denote the inverted character of the least and most 
signi?cant digits delivered and the digits carried by'them 
are supplied directly as control signals to step generator 
25 which, in accordance with a feature of the invention, 
produces one of four dilferent discrete step signal levels. 
These levels, which are controlled by the two-digit binary 
code group originally generated by pulse code modulation 
encoder 34, are preferably logarithmically related to one 
another, 12 decibels apart, and may be either positive 
goingv or negative-going from a predetermined positive 
voltage level, depending upon the state of ?ip-flop 24. The 
step signal used in the delta modulation process is thus 
made to increase in magnitude by discrete steps as the 
slope of the message waveform increases and to decrease 
in magnitude by discrete steps as the slope of the message 
waveform decreases. 
The delta demodulator illustrated in FIG. 3 serves not 

only to decode the received message digits and convert 
them back to the original message waveform but also to 
provide discrete syllabic expansion which is complemen 
tary to the compression performed at the transmitting ter 
minal in the associated delta modulator. As shown, an 
‘input line 40 is connected to a sample-and-hold circuit 
made up of a pair of inverting AND gates 41 and 42 and 
a ?ip-?op 43. Input line 40 is connected to one input of 
AND gate 41 and the output of AND gate 41 is con 
nected to one input of AND gate 42. The remaining 
inputs of AND gates 41 and 42 are supplied with channel 
pulses at the 96.5 kHz. channel sampling rate. The out 
put of AND gate 41 is also connected to the set input 
S of ?ip-?op 43, and the output of AND gate 42 is con 
nected to the reset input R. 
The set and reset outputs of ?ip-?op 43 in FIG. 3 

are connected to respective inputs of a four-step discrete 
step signal generator 44, which is substantially identical 
to step signal generator 25 in FIG. 2. Step signal generator 
44 produces a positive-going step signal when ?ip-?op 43 
is in the state illustrated and a negative-going step signal 
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6 
when ?ip-?op 43 is in the opposite state. The output of 
step signal generator 44 is connected to an integrator 45, 
the output of which is connected through a low-pass 
?lter 46 to recreate the originally encoded message wave 
form. Integrator 45 is substantially identical to integrator 
26 in FIG. 2 and, like it, may include one or more stages 
of integration as desired. 

In operation, the incoming binary message digits re 
ceived on input line 40 cause the sample-and-hold circuit, 
step signal generator 44, and integrator 45 in FIG. 3 to 
track the action of the sample-and-hold circuit, step signal 
generator 25, and integrator 26 in FIG. 2. A received 
binary “1” causes a negative voltage to appear at the 
output of AND gate 41 and a positive voltage to appear 
at the output of AND gate 42. Flip-?op 43 is switched to 
the state illustrated and a step signal generator 44 pro 
duces a positive-going step signal. A received binary “0” 
causes a positive voltage to appear at the output of AND 
gate 41 and a negative voltage to appear at the output 
of AND gate 42. Flip-?op 44 is switched to the state 
opposite that illustrated, and step signal generator 44 pro 
duces a negative-going step signal. 

In accordance with a feature of the invention, the 
audio delta demodulator in FIG. 3 is provided with dis 
crete syllabic expansion complementary to the discrete 
syllabic compression provided the audio delta modulator 
in FIG. 2 by a pair of AND gates 48 and 49 and a two 
digit register 50. The input line 40 is connected to one 
input each of AND gates 48 and 49, which serve to select 
the incoming companding digits with the aid of timing 
pulses applied at 1500 Hz. rate during the 15th and 16th 
digit spaces, respectively, of the appropriate group of 
digit spaces. Register 50 is substantially the same as regis~ 
ter 38 in FIG. 2 and, like it, inverts the digits appearing 
on its two output leads D0’ and D1’. These inverted 
companding digits are, in turn, applied as control signals 
to step signal generator 44, causing the latter to track the 
operation of step signal generator 25 in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a timing diagram illustrating the sequence of 
channel sampling and companding control pulses used 
in the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 1 
and applied speci?cally to the delta modulator and de 
modulator shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. In each group of 
16 consecutive digit spaces, a channel pulse is provided 

" for channel 1 during the ?rst digit space, a channel pulse 
is provided for channel 2 during the second digit space, 
and so on through the 14th digit space. The 15th and 
16th digit spaces in each group, in one out of each four 
cycles of 16 consecutive groups, are used for compand 
ing, in accordance with a feature of the invention, and 
during successive groups in that cycle companding con 
trol pulses are provided for each channel in sequence. 
The 15th and 16th digit spaces in each group in the re 
maining cycles are used for purposes not pertinent to the 
invention. As the 14 message channels and their respec 
tive companding digits are combined in time division 
multiplex for transmission, each group of 16 consecutive 
digits includes a digit for each of the 14 channels and, 
in every fourth cycle of 16 consecutive groups, two com 
panding digits for one channel only. The companding 
digits for the next channel are found in the next group of 
digits in the same cycle. For a basic bit rate of 1,544 mH'z. 
and a channel digit rate of 96.5 kHz., the present inven 
tion thus permits the application of discrete syllabic com 
panding toall channels by transmitting a pair of com 
panding digits at a rate as low as 1500 Hz. In FIG. 4, the 
lines labeled CH1, CH2, and CH14 illustrate channel 
sampling pulses for channels 1, 2, and 14, the lines labeled 
G1-15 and G1-16 illustrate timing pulses for the com 
panding control digits of channel 1, and the line labeled 
S1 illustrates the pulse controlling the operation of pulse 
code modulation encoder 34 in FIG. 2 for channel 1. The 
output from encoder 34 is, as has already been stated, 
read into register 35 at the beginning of the next succeed 
ing cycle. 
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A four-step discrete step signal generator suitable for 

use as step generators 25 and 44 in FIGS. 2 and 3 is illus 
trated in FIG. 5. Although for simplicity the circuit is 
shown with relays providing the necessary switching ac 
tion, it is to be understood, of course, that equivalent 
electronic switching circuits of types well known in the 
art are more likely to be employed in practice. As shown 
in FIG. 2, a voltage source 60 is connected through a re 
sistor 61, the make contact 62 of a relay S1, the make 
contact 63 of a relay S2, and a resistor 64 to ground and 
through a resistor 65, the make contact 6'6 of a relay S3, 
the make contact 67 of a relay S4, and a resistor 68 to 
ground. In addition, a second voltage source ‘69 is con 
nected through a resistor 70 to the junction between con¢ ,_ ,, 
tacts 62 and ‘63, a resistor 71 is connected from that junc 
tion to the junction between contacts 66 and 67, and an 
output lead 72 is connected to the last-mentioned junc 
tion. Output lead 72 is equivalent to the output lead to 
inegrator 26 in FIG. 2 and to the output lead to inte 
grator 45 in FIG. 3. The voltage from source 60 is of 
the same polarity as that from source 69 and twice its 
value. Resistors 61, 64, '65, and 68 have equal resistances 
which are large with respect to those of resistors 70 and 
71, and resistor 71 has substantially fourteen times the . 
resistance of resistor 70,. _ 
When either of make contacts 62 and '63 in FIG. 5 is 

closed, a current is injected into the junction between re 
sistors 70 and 71 which divides in inverse relation to the 
resistance values. One ?fteenth of the total current flows 
to output lead 72. When the corresponding one of make 
contacts 66 and ‘67 is closed in addition, the same current 
is injected directly into output lead 72, giving a total cur 
rent sixteen times as great as that ?owing ‘to output lead 
72 wih only make contact 62 or 663 closed. 
The control portion of the four-step discrete step sig 

nal generator in FIG. 5 includes an AND gate 75 driving 
the operating coil 76 of relay S1, an AND gate 77 driv 
ing the operating coil 78 of relay S2, an AND gate 79 
driving the operating coil 80 of relay S3, and an AND 
gate 81 driving the operating coil 82 of relay S4. A po 
larity control lead 83, corresponding to the upper or 
“1” inputs from ?ip-?ops 24 and 43, is connected to in 
puts of AND gates 75 and 79, and a polarity control lead 
84, corresponding to the lower or “0” inputs from ?ip 
?ops 24 and 43, is connected to the inputs of AND gates 
77 and 81. To control step size, an OR gate 85 has its 
output connected to inputs of all four AND gates 75, 77, 
79, and 81, and a 25 percent duty cycle input lead 86 
is connected to one input of OR gate85, a least signi? 
cant digit input lead 87 is connected to the other input of 
OR gate 85, and a most signi?cant digit input lead 88 is 
connected to inputs of AND gates 79 and 81. Input leads 
87 and 88 correspond to the leads from the ‘D0’ and D1’ 
outputs, respectively of registers 38 and 50 in FIGS. 2 and 
3 and carry voltage levels which persist for four cycles 
of sixteen groups of sixteen consecutive digit spaces. Input 
lead 86, on the other hand, carries a so-called 25 percent 
duty cycle input in the form of continuous repetitive 
pulses which persist for only four digit spaces of a full . 
group of sixteen consecutive digit spaces. 
The operation of the four-step discrete step signal 

generator illustrated in FIG. 5 is best described with the 
. aid of the table shown in FIG. 6. In FIG. 6, the ?rst 
column at the left indicates output step signal magnitudes, 
the second indicates the corresponding step signal magni 
tudes in decibels, the middle column indicates the duty 
cycles of the step signals generated, and the two columns 
ontherright- i'ndicatecorresponding inverted binary code 
control digits applied to input leads 87 and 88. The step 
signals indicated are positive-going when binary “1” is 
applied to_ polarity, control- lead 83 and negative-going 
when binary “.1,” is applied to polarity control lead 84. 
The step size supplied from output lead 72 to an in 

tegrator is obtained by multiplying a current by a pulse 
width. Physically, this corresponds to the amount of 

15 

charge deposited ‘on or removed from .a capacitor._The 
step size is varied by changing either the magnitude of 
the current, the pulse width, or both. In the arrangement 
shown in FIG. 5, four step sizes are achievedby using 
two discrete values'of current and two‘ discrete pulse 
Widths. For simplicity, the following description of the 
manner in which the step size is changedv deals only with 
positive-going step signals, for which control is achieved 
through relays S1 and S3. The operation is the same for 
a negative-going step signal, exceptthat control is achieved 
through relays S2 and S4. v i . j . _ 

p The largest step signal is generated at output lead 72 
in FIG. 5.wh_'en binary ‘,‘1” is applied to both input leads 
87 and 88. The binary “1” on input lead 87 overrides the 
25 percent duty cycle pulse on input lead 86 and OR gate 
85 supplies an output toall’AND gates for the entire 
duration of thegroupof sixteen digit spaces, i.e.,' (ma 
100 percent duty cycle basis. This outputactivates AND 

,_ gate 75 and operates relay S1 and,ptogether with binary 
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“1”. on input lead .88, activates ANDIgate 79 and oper 
ates relay»S3. Since make contacts 62 and ‘66 .are both 
closed for the full duration of the group, maximum cur 
rent is delivered to the integrator through output lead 72. 

‘ .When binary “l” is applied to input lead 88 and binary 
“O” is applied to input lead 87, OR gate 85, supplies, only 
the 25 percent duty- cycle output and relays S1 and S3 
are operated only for 25 percent of the duration of the 
group. The maximum current is thus delivered to the in 
tegrator through output lead 72 only for 25 percent of 
the time period and the resulting step is down 12 decibels 
from its maximum ,value. ' 
When binary “1” is applied to input lead 87 only, in 

the step signal generator illustrated in FIG. 5, lORigatc 
85 supplies what is, in etfectka 100 percent dutycycle 
output once again. Only relay S1 is operated, closing 
make contact 62, and the current delivered through output 
lead 72,is one sixteenth of the value it assumes when both 
relays Slpand S3 are operated. A sixteenth of the maxi 
mum current is thus delivered for vv100 percent of the time 

_, period and the resulting step is 'down 24 decibels from its 
maximum value. . , _ . v j , 

The ?nal and lowest step is generated when binary “1” 
is applied to neither of input leads 87 and 88. OR gate 
85 then supplies only the 25 percent duty cycle output and 
relay S1 alone is operated for 25 percent of the duration 
of the group. A sixteenth of the maximum current is 
delivered for. only 25 percent of the ‘time period and the 
reslulting step is down 36 decibels from its maximum 
va ue ' 

It is to be understood that the above-described arrange 
ment is illustrative, of the application of theprinciples of 
the invention. Numerous other embodiments may be de 
vised without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. ' ' __ . ,. 

What is claimed is:’ . ‘ . 
1. A delta modulation system with discrete syllabic 

companding. for transmission of a message waveform 
from a transmitting terminal to a receiving terminal which 
includes, at said transmitting terminal, a delta modulator 
comprising a comparator having a single output and a 
pair of ‘inputs, means to sample the output of said com 
parator on a periodic repetitive basis, an output trans 
mitter and a ?rst step generator both connected to respond 
to the sampled output of said comparator, said‘ output 
transmitter producing a binary digit of one kind for 
transmission to said receiving terminal whenever the sam 
ple ‘is positive and a binary digit of another kind for trans 
mission to said receiving terminal whenever the sample is 
negative and said?rst step generator producing a step 
signal of one polarity whenever the vsample is positive 
and a step signal of the opposite polarity whenever the 
sample is negative, said ?rst step generator having n2 
diiferentldiscrete output step’ signal magnitudes, where n 
is an integer greaterthan unity, a ?rst integrator’connected 
to receive the step signal produced by said ?rst step gener 
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ator, means to supply the message Waveform to be trans 
mitted and the output from said ?rst integrator to the 
respective inputs of said comparator, means to detect the 
slope of the message waveform, an n-digit pulse code 
modulation encoder connected to encode the detected 
slope in terms of n binary digits, means to store the out 
put of said encoder, means to supply said stored ‘binary 
digit encoder output to said transmitter for transmission 
to said receiver and means to vary the output step signal 
magnitude of said ?rst step generator under the control 
of the stored output of said encoder and, at said receiving 
terminal, a delta demodulator comprising a second step 
generator connected to respond to binary digits received 
from said output transmitter, said second step generator 
producing a step signal of one polarity whenever the re 
ceived binary digit is of one kind and a step signal of the 
opposite polarity whenever the received binary' digit is of 
the other kind and having the same number of different 
discrete output signal magnitudes as said ?rst step gener 
ator, a second integrator connected to receive the step 
signal produced by said second step generator, and a low 
pass ?lter connected to the output of said second inte 
grator to recreate the message waveform supplied at said 
transmitting terminal, and means responsive to said re 
ceived binary digits to vary the magnitude of the output 
step signal from said second step generator at said receiv— 
ing terminal to match the variation of the magnitude of 
the output step signal from said ?rst step generator at 
said transmitting terminal. 

2. A delta modulation system in accordance with claim 
1 in which said n-digit pulse code modulation encoder is 
logarithmic and in which the detected slope of the mes 
sage waveform is encoded on a periodic repetitive basis 
at a rate at least several times smaller than the rate at 
which the output of said comparator is sampled. 

3. A delta modulation system in accordance with claim 
2 in which the binary digits produced at said transmitting 
terminal by said output transmitter and said pulse code 
modulation encoder are combined in time division multi 
plex for transmission to said receiving terminal over a 
common medium. 

4. A delta modulation system in accordance with claim 
3 which includes, at said receiving terminal means to store 
the binary digits received from said pulse code modulation 
encoder and means to vary the output step signal magni 
tude of said second step generator under the control of 
the stored binary digits received from said pulse code 
modulation encoder. 

5. A delta modulator with discrete syllabic compression 
which comprises a comparator having a single output and 
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a pair of inputs, means to sample the output of said com 
parator on a periodic repetitive basis, an output transmit 
ter and a step generator both connected to respond to 
the sampled output of said comparator, said output trans 
mitter producing a binary digit of one kind for transmis 
sion Whenever the sample is positive and a binary digit of 
another kind for transmission whenever the sample is 
negative and said step generator producing a step signal 
of one polarity whenever the sample is positive and a step 
signal of the opposite polarity Whenever the sample is 
negative, said step generator having n2 diiterent discrete 
output step signal magnitudes, where n is an integer 
greater than unity, an integrator connected to receive the 
step signal produced by said step-generator, means to 
supply the message Waveform to be transmitted and the 
output of said integrator to the respective inputs of said 
comparator, means to detect the slope of the message 
waveform, an n-digit pulse code modulation encoder con 
nected to encode the detected slow in terms of n binary 
digits, means to store the output of said encoder, and 
means to vary the output step signal magnitude of said 
step generator under the control of the stored output of 
said encoder. 

6. A delta modulator in accordance with claim 5 in 
which said n-digit pulse code modulation encoder is 
logarithmic and in which the detected slope of the message 
Waveform is encoded on a periodic repetitive basis at a 
rate at least several times smaller than the rate at which 
the output of said comparator is sampled. 

7. A delta modulator in accordance With claim 6 in 
which the binary digits produced by said output transmit 
ter and the binary digits produced by said pulse code 
modulation encoder are combined in time division multi 
plex for transmission over a common medium. 
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